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INTRODUCTION

Pax began with the idea of bringing a new approach to a historic tradition that has seen little innovation in decades...to reinvent smoking and position PAX as a new ritual for a modern society. Reimagining the smoking paradigm, we wed modern technologies, materials and processes with a beautifully simple yet effective design.

Meet Pax, the most pocketable, premium loose-leaf vaporizer on the market today. PAX uses vaporization to offer a superior alternative to smoking – heating tobacco instead of burning it, and releasing a subtle vapor. With no combustion, hence no smoke, PAX is a cleaner, more alternative to smoking.
CATAGORY DEFINING

PAX FEATURES

Always Ready
Long-lasting permanent internal lithium ion battery.

Premium
Laser-welded stainless steel air path. 10-year warranty.

Personal
Available in multiple colors. Adjustable temperature control is the most precise system ever realized in a portable product.

Smart

Intuitive
Retractable mouthpiece turns the device on and off. A single indicator shows status, temperature setting, and charge status. Drop it on the included dock to charge.
**PAX ANATOMY**

1. **Mouthpiece**
   Pop out the mouthpiece to turn on Pax. Click back in to turn Pax off.

2. **LED Indicator**
   The color changes to display heating status, temperature setting and battery status.

3. **Oven Lid**
   Press on either side of the lid to tilt and remove. Replace lid after filling Pax.
USER'S CHECKLIST
PACK YOUR PAX

REMOVE LID
Press on either side of the lid to tilt and remove.
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FILL OVEN
Fill the oven with your preferred tobacco blend. All material should be inside the stainless steel oven. While Pax is cool, use the lid to tamp down and firmly pack your blend.

Fill Line
POWER ON AND ENJOY

While heating, the light will shine purple. When ready, it shines green. Pax is smart. If left on and not in use, Pax will go into low power mode and shine blue until you pick Pax up again.

- **Full Battery**: Pax flashes green.
- **Partially Charged**: Pax flashes yellow.
- **Low Battery**: Pax flashes red.

**POWER ON**
Press the mouthpiece to turn on Pax.

**POWER OFF**
Press the mouthpiece gently inward until the first click.
CHOOSE YOUR TEMPERATURE

TEMPERATURE OPTIONS

While Pax is on, use the thumbnail groove to remove the mouthpiece. Pax will turn off and indicate the current temperature setting. Press the glowing white button inside to cycle through temperature options, then replace the mouthpiece.

- Low Heat Mode
- Medium Heat Mode (default)
- High Heat Mode
**CHARGING YOUR PAX**

**BATTERY LEVEL**

While on, shake Pax to show remaining battery. If battery level is low, place it on the charging stand.

- **Full Battery**
  Pax flashes green.

- **Partially Charged**
  Pax flashes yellow.

- **Low Battery**
  Pax flashes red.

**CHARGING**

Place Pax mouthpiece side down on the charging stand.

- **Full Battery**
  Pax flashes green.

- **Charging**
  Pax shines orange.
MAGICAL AND INTUITIVE PAX

INDICATOR LIGHT DISPLAYS

HEATING
Press in mouthpiece to turn on.
- Heating
- Ready
- Standby

BATTERY LEVEL
Shake PAX side to side.
- Fully Charged
- Partially Charged
- Charge is Low

TEMPERATURE SETTING
Remove mouthpiece to adjust.
- Low Heat Mode
- Medium Heat Mode
- High Heat Mode

CHARGING
Place on charging cradle.
- Fully Charged
- Charging
**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

**SIZE & WEIGHT**
- Dimensions: 4 1/8 ” x 1.4” x 7/8”
- Weight: 3.44oz / 97.5 grams

**MATERIALS**
- Anodized aluminum exterior providing strength and durability
- Plastic components are food-safe engineering plastics of highest quality available
- Medical grade stainless steel vapor path

**COLORS**
- Onyx (black), Cobalt (blue) and Amethyst (purple)

**PRICING**
- MSRP: $249.99

**TEMPERATURE**
- 3 button-controlled temperature settings:
  - Low = 370F
  - Medium = 390F
  - High = 410F
- Pax heats up and is ready to enjoy in as little as 30 seconds

**POWER & BATTERY**
- Lithium ion rechargeable internal battery
- Plug-in charging stand
- Charges in just one hour
- Charge lasts for 2 hours of continuous use, about a week under typical use

**IN THE BOX**
- PAX
- AC Wall Charger
- Cleaning Kit
- User Guide
VAPORIZATION'S BOLD NEW ICON
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